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Abstract 
Shepherdson, J.C., Mints type deductive calculi for logic programming, Annals of Pure and 
Applied Logic 56 (1992) 7-17. 
Mints (1986) has given a deductive calculus, a set of proof rules, for pure Prolog such that the 
goalX=A,,..., A,, succeeds in Prolog iff X is derivable in this calculus and X fails in Prolog 
iff (-)X is derivable in this calculus. We summarise Mints’ results and give appropriate 
modifications of his calculus to deal with (a) use of negated goals in Prolog, (b) SLD- 
resolution, (c) SLDNF-resolution, (d) extensions of SLDNF-resolution allowing negation as 
failure to be applied to nonground negative literals. 
1. introduction 
The standard procedural descriptions of logic programming systems such as 
Prolog, SLD- and SLDNF-resolution are in terms of trees. This makes proving 
theorems about them rather awkward because the proofs somehow have to 
involve the tree structure. So it might be useful to have descriptions in the form 
of a deductive calculus of the familiar kind, based on axioms and rules of 
inference, so that proofs can be simply by induction on the length of the 
derivation. One possible application might be to proving formally that optimisa- 
tions of Prolog, such as the intelligent back-tracking or parallel execution 
obtained by the static analysis of [l], do indeed preserve the standard sequential 
procedural semantics. 
Mints [6] has given such deductive calculi for pure Prolog, i.e., without 
executable predicates, predicates of predicates, negated goals, or ‘cut’, and also 
for pure Prolog with ‘cut’. We summarise Mints’ results here and give 
corresponding calculi for Prolog with ‘not’, SLD-resolution, SLDNF-resolution 
and extensions of SLDNF-resolution which allow negation as failure to be applied 
to nonground negative literals. Similar calculi have been introduced in [3,4]. 
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2. Mints calculi for Prolog 
We start with the version without cut. We suppose we are dealing with a given 
fixed Prolog program. The meaning of the notation is as follows. 
Y: A goal, i.e., a sequence Al, . . . , A,, of atoms where II 2 0. 
Xs: The result of applying the substitutions s to the goal X. 
(X)s: Stands for (Xs). 
(Y) + s: The goal Y suceeds with result substitution s. (Here s is the product of 
all mgu used; what is usually called the answer substitution is the restriction of s 
to the variables in Y.) 
(X): The goal X succeeds. 
(-)(Y): The goal Y fails (finitely). 
(-j)(Y): The goal Y = A, X fails (finitely) if you consider only the branch 
starting with the attempt to unify A with the jth suitable program clause (i.e., 
whose head contains the same predicate as A does). 
[-i](X): &jsZi (-i)X. 
i :A t Z: A *Z is (a variant of) the ith clause of the Prolog program which is 
suitable for (i.e., whose head contains the same predicate as) A. The basic rule 
corresponding to the Prolog resolution step which unifies the first subgoal with 
the first suitable clause is: 
(i + 1) :A’ *Z; (Z, X)s + s’; [-i](A, X) 
(A, X) + ss’ (RES) 
Here and in the later rules s = mgu(A’, A), a most general unifier of A’ and A. 
(The whole treatment can be carried through either for unification, with the occur 
check, or for the usual Prolog type unification without the occur check.) As usual 
in all these rules A’ t Z is to be a variant of the program clause which is 
standardised apart so as to have no variables in common with A, X. 
The next rule corresponds to the first step in constructing a finite failure tree, of 
unifying the first subgoal with all suitable clauses and creating a child vertex for 
each of these: 
(-l)(Y); (-2)(Y); * * * ;(-k)(Y) 
(-NY) . 
C-1) 
Here k is the number of suitable clauses for A, the first subgoal of Y. 
The next rule says that the branch corresponding to the ith suitable clause fails 
if the first subgoal does not unify with the head of this clause: 
i:A’ +Z and A’, A are not unifiable 
(+)(A, X) 
(-2) 
When one of the suitable clauses does unify, then the next rule operates. It calls 
for the finite failure of the subtree constructed by the unification: 
i :A’ t Z; (-)(Z, X)s 
(-)(A,X) ’ 
C-3) 
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Note 1. The treatment here differs slightly from Mints’. His use of (START) is 
tacit. Also he states (-r) with infinitely many premisses (-l)(Y); (-2)(Y), . . . 
and allows an alternative hypothesis to (-*) ‘there are <i suitable clauses’, which 
allows (-i)(Y) to be derived when i is greater than the number of suitable 
clauses. And we have introduced extra brackets into his notation in the hope of 
gaining clarity. 
Note 2. We have assumed that the standardising apart used in Prolog is ‘weak 
standardising apart’ which only requires the variant of the program clause used to 
have no variables in common with the current goal. If, as in many Prolog systems, 
it is required to have no variables which have been used in the whole history of 
the derivation, then the only if half of the last result must be modified to 
X + s is derivable only if X succeeds with result substitution including s, 
since the Prolog system will then only return most general answers, but the 
calculus (like Prolog with weak standardisation apart) may return answers which 
are not most general. 
Note 3. If the mgu s used in Prolog are required to be idempotent (s* = s) and/or 
relevant (mgu(A, A’) contains only variables in A or A’), the results hold without 
modification provided the same restrictions are made on the mgu used in the 
calculus. (The mgu obtained by the usual unification procedure are idempotent 
and hence relevant .) 
3. Prolog with ‘not’ 
Let us now allow negated goals, in the usual Prolog ‘negation as failure’ style, 
i.e., 
not(X) succeeds iff X fails, not(X) fails iff X succeeds. 
(In some Prolog systems this is allowed for all goals X, although it is unsound 
(with respect to any plausible semantics) if X is not ground (because if 3xp(x:) 
and 3x lp(x), then both p(x) and -p(x) ought to succeed).) 
We shall use the symbol 1 to denote this negation of goals, to distinguish it 
from the - used above to denote failure. Let us first write down a calculus for the 
most liberal version of Prolog where a goal may be created by negating any goal 
and where negation as failure is applied to all goals. Such a goal is now defined 
recursively: 
The empty sequence is a goal. 
An atom is a goal 
If X is a goal, then l(X) is a goal. 
IfXr,..., X,, are goals, then X1, . . . , X,, is a goal. 
The program rules are now of the more general form A +X, where X is a goal. 
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Finally to pass from ‘succeeds with answers s’ to ‘succeeds’ we need the rule: 
(W+s 
m . (FIN) 
And as axioms we take 
n+ 1, (START) 
where A denotes the empty goal sequence (i.e., true) and 1 denotes the identity 
substitution; together with all formulae i :A +Z such that A -2 is the ith clause 
of the given program P which is suitable for A. We refer to this last set of axioms 
as [PI. 
To deal with the cut, which Mints denotes by /, a new 0-ary predicate / is 
introduced, and the clause /* is added to the program (or equivalently the axiom 
1: /t is added to the calculus). The meaning of (-j)(Y) is changed to include the 
condition that the failure tree does not encounter a cut and a new symbol is 
introduced to deal with cuts: 
(-i/)(Y) 
Meaning the same as (-i)(Y) except that the tree 
does come to a cut originating in the ith clause. 
Rule (-3) now has an additional hypothesis that Z does not contain /, and new 
rules (-J, (-5), (-J are added: 
[-WL X); (-(i + l)/)(A, X) 
(-)(A, X) ’ C-4) 
i:A +X1/X”; (-)(X’s); X’ does not contain / 
(+)(A, X) 
> t-4 
i:A’ +-X’/X”; (X’s) + s’; (-)(X”, X)ss’ 
(-WA, Xl 
(-6) 
Here X’/X” is an abbreviation for X’, /, X”. 
Mints proved that these calculi are equivalent to the standard procedural 
semantics of Prolog, i.e., 
In pure Prolog a goal X succeeds from the program P if (X) is derivable 
in the calculus based on [PI, (START), (FIN), (RES), (-i), (-2), (-3). 
It is clear that we also have: 
and 
A goal X fails finitely from P iff (-)(X) is derivable in this calculus 
(X) + s is derivable iff X succeeds from P with result substitution s. 
Corresponding results hold for Prolog with cut relative to the calculus based on 
[PI, (START), (FIN), (RES), (-1), (-& (-3) (as modified above) (-& (-5), 
(-6), with the rule / t added to the program. 
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The variables X, Y, . . . now range over goals. The new rules required for 
unrestricted negation as failure are: 
(-)(X>; 07 + s’ 
(l(X), Y) + s’ ’ (11) 
(X) +s’ 
(-)wn Y) ’ (3) 
(-)(X)9 -w 
(-)(1X Y) . 
If we add the restriction that X be a ground goal (i.e., contains no variables), we 
have the appropriate rules for a version of Prolog which allows negation as failure 
to be applied only to ground negative goals. 
Some rules for negation as failure similar to these were implicitly suggested in 
PI- 
These rules are clearly sound with respect to the meanings given above. It is 
easy to prove their completeness by induction on the number of nodes in the 
Prolog success or failure tree, but as an illustration of the use of deductive calculi 
let us show their equivalence to the standard ‘cut/fail’ definition of ‘not’: 
not(x) t call(x)/fail, not(x) + . 
To take care of the evaluable predicate ‘call’ which treats its argument as a goal 
and attempts to satisfy it, we need to add to the calculus given above for Prolog 
with cut the rules 
(X7 Y)+s 
(call(X), Y) + s ’ 
(-)(X2 0 
(-)(caW>, Y) ’ 
(CA&) 
(CALL) 
and, since these effectively form the definition of ‘call’, to forbid the use of (-J 
for a goal beginning with a ‘call’. 
Let us denote by CUT the calculus given above for Prolog with cut, by CUT+ 
the result of adding (CALLI), (CALLJ to CUT and the two clauses defining 
‘not’ to the program (or equivalently, add the axioms 1 :not(x) +call(x)/fail, 
2: not(x) + to the program) and by NOT the calculus obtained by adding to CUT 
the rules 
(-ma; 07 + s’ 
(not(X), Y) +s’ ’ 
(X) +s’ 
(-)(Wx), Y) ’ 
(-)(X)J -(Y) 
(-)(not(x), Y) ’ 
(NOT,) 
(NOT,) 
(NOT,) 
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and, since these effectively form the definition of ‘not’, to forbid the use of (-J 
for a goal beginning with a ‘not’. To establish the equivalence we must show the 
following. 
(1) NOTs CUT+, i.e., the rules (NOTI), (NOT,), (NOT3) are provable as 
derived rules of CUT+. 
(2) A formula (-)(Z) or (Z) + s’, where Z does not contain ‘call’ or ‘fail’, which 
is derivable in CUT+ is derivable in NOT. 
Proof of (1). (NOT,) Given the hypothesis (-)(X), Y +s’, we derive the 
conclusion (not(X), Y) + s’ of (NOTI) in CUT+ as follows: 
-3-u 
(-)(call(X)) ’ by (CALLd’ 
1: not(x) +call(x)/fail; -(call(x)) 
(-l)(not(X), Y) ’ by (-5)7 
where s is x/X; 
2:not(x) t; (Y) +s’; [-l](not(X), Y) 
(not(X), Y) + s’ 
I by @ES), 
(NOT,) (x) + ” 
call(X) + s ’ ’ 
by (CALLI), -(fail, ys’) ’ by (-l)’ 
1: not(x) +call(x)lfail; (call(X)) + s’; (-)(fail, Y)s’ 
(-ll)(not(X), Y) 
7 by C-d, 
(-ll)(not(X), Y) 
(-)(not(X), Y) ’ by (^-4)’ 
(NOT3) (-l)(not(X), Y), as for (NOT,), 
2 : not(x) + ; -(Y) 
(-2)(not(X), Y) ’ by (-3)7 
(-l)(not(X), Y), (-2)(not(X), Y) 
(-)(not(X), Y) ’ by (^I’) 
Note that we only needed the weaker forms of (CALL,), (CALL) with Y empty 
(because, in the definition of ‘not’, call(x) appears immediately in front of a 
cut). 0 
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Proof of (2). We have to show that any use of the two new clauses defining ‘not’ 
can be replaced by use of (NOT,), (NOT*), (NOT,): 
(RES) with i = 0: 
1: not(x) ccall(x)/fail; (call(X)/fail, Y) + s’ 
(not(X), Y) + s’ 
This can never be used because the second hypothesis cannot be derived since 
it contains ‘fail’, and no program clause has ‘fail’ in its head. 
RES with i = 1: 
2:not(x)t; (Y)+s’; [-l](not(X), Y) 
(not(X), Y) + 3s’ 
The hypothesis [-lJ(not(X), Y), i.e., (-l)(not(X), Y) can only be derived by 
(-5): 
1: not(x) +call(x)lfail; -(call(X)) 
(-I)(not(X), Y) . 
And the hypothesis -(call(X)) can only come from -(X) by (CALL,). So the 
original conclusion can be derived by (NOT,). 
t-4 
1: not(x) +call(x)lfail; -(call(X)) 
(-l)(not(X), Y) 
The hypothesis -(call(X)) can only have come by (CALL2) from -(X). This 
conclusion is not of the form (-)Z or 2 + s’ which we are concerned with. It can 
only be used in a further derivation by (RES) with i = 1, which is the case just 
dealt with, or (^I~): 
(-l)(not(X), Y), (-2)(not(X), Y) 
(-)(not(X), Y) ’ 
The hypothesis (-2)(not(X), Y) can only be derived by (~1~): 
2:not(x)+; -(Y) 
(-2)(not(X), Y) . 
So the final conclusion (-)(not(X), Y) can be derived by (NOT3). 
(-6) 
1: not(x) +call(x)/fail; (call(X)) + s’; (-)(fail, Y)s’ 
(-ll)(not(X), Y) 
The hypothesis (call(X)) + s’ can only come, by (CALLJ, from X + s’. The 
conclusion can only be used in a further derivation by (-J: 
(-ll)(not(X), Y) 
-(not(X), Y) ’ 
whose conclusion can be derived by (NOT2). 
C-3) 
2:not(x) t; -(Y) 
(-Mot(X), Y) 
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The conclusion can only be used in a further derivation by (-r): 
(-l)(not(X), Y), (--2)(not(X), Y) 
(-)(not(X), Y) ’ 
However, the hypothesis (-l)(not(X), Y) must have come from (-5): 
1: not(x) tcall(x)/fail; -(call(X)) 
(-I)(not(X), Y) 
The hypothesis -(call(X)) must have come from -(X) by (CALL), so the 
conclusion (-)(not(X), Y) is derivable by (NOT3). 0 
It is clear that if the program does not contain ‘cut’ and if 2 contains ‘not’ but 
not ‘cut’, and a formula (-)Z or Z + S’ is derivable in CUT+, then the cut rules 
are only used to deal with NOT so that the formula is derivable in the calculus 
obtained by adding (NOTi), (NOT,), (NOT,) to the calculus given above for 
pure Prolog. 
4. SLD-resolution 
Even without negation Prolog is not complete because of its depth-first search. 
A complete proof procedure for programs consisting of definite Horn clauses can 
be obtained by using the same resolution method as in Prolog but instead of going 
through the program clauses in turn looking for a match, searching the whole tree 
obtained by using all clauses. This is SLD-resolution as defined in [5]. The rule 
RES becomes simpler: 
i:A’+Z; (Z, x)s +s’ 
(A,X)+ss ’ 
(RES’) 
where s now denotes a correct most general unifier of A, A', including the occur 
check. The rules for success and failure can be stated separately. For success they 
are 
(RES), (FIN), (START). 
For failure they are 
(-1), (-2, (-3). 
That is to say: 
A goal X succeeds from P under SLD-resolution iff (X) is derivable in 
the calculus based on [PI, (RES), (FIN), (START); it succeeds with 
result substitution s iff (X) + s is derivable in this calculus; it fails iff 
(-)(X) is derivable in the calculus based on (-i), (-2), (-3). 
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The proof, by induction on the length of the successful derivation or depth of the 
finitely failed tree, is routine. More precisely, these are the calculi for success and 
failure with SLD-resolution using the Prolog ‘computation rule’ (in the sense of 
[5]) which selects the first literal in a goal as the subgoal to work on. In the case 
of success it makes no difference which computation rule is used (Lloyd [5, 
Chapter 2, $91, but in the case of failure it does, e.g., with program a +a, c +b 
the goal a, b loops with the Prolog rule but fails if b is chosen. For a computation 
rule other than the Prolog one, rules (-*), (-J must be modified in the obvious 
way, i.e., A is to be the selected atom in the consequent goal in the (-J and 2 in 
the hypothesis is put in the same position as A was in the consequent goal. To 
take care of what fails under some computation rule you can leave (-J, (-Jo) as 
they were and add a rule 
(-NW 
(-)W”) ’ 
where X” denotes any permutation of the atoms of X. 
(-PERM) 
5. SLDNF-resolution 
SLDNF-resolution as defined in [5] is obtained by allowing goals, and the 
bodies of program clauses, to be sequences of positive or negative literals and 
allowing negation as failure to be applied only to ground negative literals. In this 
case, because success of a goal may depend on the failure of another, not only 
failure but also success may depend on the computation rule. The simplest thing 
is to get a calculus in which 
X is provable iff the goal X succeeds with some computation rule; 
(-)(X) is provable iff the goal X fails with some computation rule. 
We need a rule 
(X) +s’ 
(X”) +s’ ’ 
(PERM) 
allowing permutation of the literals of a goal for success as well as the above rule 
(-PERM) allowing permutation for failure. 
The rules for dealing with negated goals given above are now restricted to the 
case of negative ground literals, i.e., 
(-)A; (Y) +s’; A ground 
(1A, Y)+s’ ’ 
(A); A ground 
(-)(-A, X) . 
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There is no need for a similar rule 
(-)(A), -(Y) 
(-)W, Y) 
corresponding to (-Q because we can use (-PERM) to permute (iA, Y) to 
(Y, iA), and the derivation of -(Y) will give a corresponding derivation of 
-(Y, 1A). So the result is: 
A goal X succeeds under SLDNF-resolution from P iff (X) is derivable 
in the calculus based on [PI, (RES’), (FIN), (START), (-Jo), (-2), 
(-3), (PERM), (-PERM), (llg), (12g); it succeeds with result sub- 
stitution s iff (X) + s is derivable in the calculus; it fails iff (-)(X) is 
derivable. 
The proof is routine. Kunen [4] gave an essentially equivalent definition. He used 
answer substitutions instead of result substitutions so that in (RES’) ss’ is 
replaced by ss’ 1 (A, X), the restriction of ss’ to the variables in (A, X). 
6. Extension of SLDNF-resolution 
Following Clark [2], Shepherdson [7] considered two extensions of the negation 
as failure rule to nonground negative literals which are legitimate (or at least as 
legitimate as the application to ground literals). The first is: 
If As’ fails, then 1A succeeds with answer s’. 
This is justified by the logically valid inference: 
+As’ j VlAs’. 
By extending the negation as failure rule of SLDNF-resolution in this way to 
obtain ‘SLDNFS-resolution’, it is possible to obtain a declarative semantics using 
classical two-valued first-order logic, with respect to which SLDNFS-resolution is 
sound and complete [S]. This is not possible for SLDNF-resolution because of the 
inability of its negation as failure rule to deal with nonground negative literals. 
However, SLDNFS-resolution is even less practically implementable than 
SLDNF-resolution because it needs a search through all substitutions when 
applying the new rule. 
The appropriate calculus rule to replace (lig) is obviously 
(-)(As’); (Y) + s’ 
(1A, Y)+s’ . 
The second rule (which is used in some versions of Prolog, e.g., I.C. Prolog) is: 
If A succeeds with result the identity substitution, then -A fails. 
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Or, rather more precisely, 
If A succeeds with result s’, which maps the variables in A to distinct 
variables, then 1A fails. 
This is justified by 
VA j 13-A. 
The appropriate calculus rule to replace (12g) is 
(A) +s’ 
(-)+A, X) ’ 
where s’ maps the variables in A to distinct variables. 
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